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Safe, Swift, Reliable

The world's first decentralization exchange that 
includes foreign exchange functions 

Digital Asset Exchange 

2.0 New Project



Can 1+1 be more than 100?
The answer is: YES 

DEX+FX 
Creating millions worth of value



And what we need to do is…

Seize the opportunity, 
Take advantage of the trend! 

Give your dreams a chance in  
2021!



FX Market

200X o f  t h e  
w h o l e  C h i n a  
s t o c k  m a r k e t

Forex, it’s the first choice for 
investing platform today

50X of the whole US stock market

The world's largest 
transaction, the most 

liquid 
financial market

More than  
8 Trillion  
daily transaction 
volume
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Rakuten Securities will list commodity CFDs on 
May 17 

Rakuten Securities, Japan's leading currency pair and CFD broker, announced that it will expand its CFD product lineup 
and will provide commodity CFDs on May 17, 2021. 
Rakuten Securities will first promote the CFD on gold and silver. The launch date of crude oil CFDs has not yet been 
determined. 
Rakuten Securities customers will be able to trade their latest commodity CFDs on the MT4 platform. The leverage ratio is 
1:20. In the middle of this month, Rakuten Securities also launched Coinbase stock trading products.



European Open： China's GDP growth rate has 
reached the highest level in history



In the past few weeks, real yields in the United 
States have continued to fall, dragging the dollar 
down. Traders have begun to accept this 
statement because the Fed insists on patiently 
withdrawing stimulus measures. 
Although it may be difficult for real yields to fall 
further, unless inflation expectations accelerate 
upward, the US dollar's weakening again is also 
due to other central banks starting to step on the 
stimulus pedal, causing the interest rate 
differential between the US dollar and the US 
dollar to begin to widen.

European Open： China's GDP growth rate has 
reached the highest level in history



All trading operations are completed through the 
network. Investors do not need a fixed place to 
conduct foreign exchange transactions, realizing 
online transactions 
Convenient, effective and fast.

The foreign exchange market is open 24 
hours a day-you can trade anytime you 
want!

Reduce transaction costs. Forex 
brokers pay far less than other 
securities such as stocks.

The ability to use leverage allows you to trade 
with an amount greater than your deposit, 
increasing your potential income.

General Trend: Foreign exchange is the first choice for 
global investment and financial management today

High liquidity and volatility: Liquidity refers to the fact that there is a lot of money flowing in the market more than 8.5 trillion 
U.S. dollars per day. Therefore, it only takes one second to open and close a position. Volatility refers to the fact that foreign 
exchange rates generally vary widely. You can take advantage of price changes to make profit at any time convenient for you. 
It can be said that you can make money whether you buy up or down!

The BEST tool to realize your dreams and financial freedom



Cryptocurrency: A new form of asset class is gradually entering the mainstream 
financial platform

Act as a secondary 
currency

A. Identity token
B. Securities
C. Stablecoin

Uses digital "currency" for value 
transfer

(For example: Bitcoin, Ripple, 
Litecoin)

As fuel for smart 
contracts

(Example: Ethereum)

5000+ Digital asset      Market Value: 1.89Trillion
Since the first publication of the "Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System" white paper in 2008, as of July 2020, there 
are more than 5,000 digital assets available for trading on the market, with 23,280 trading markets, with a total value of 
$1.89 trillion. 
Digital assets can carry out multiple functions such as value transferring. 



Coinbase IPO, the market value broke  
100 billion!

1. Coinbase has adopted a direct listing method to list 
on NASDAQ, and it is also the first publicly listed stock in 
the history of NASDAQ trading. 

2. NASDAQ announced that Coinbase's IPO reference 
price is 

3. 250 US dollars, the total market value has reached an 
astonishing 65 billion US dollars. 

4. After the market opened, its stock price soared by 
more than 70% to reach US$429 per share, and its 
market value once exceeded US$110 billion after 
dilution.
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Bitcoin has been rated as the best investment target in the past decade 
by many global mainstream financial media

➢ Bitcoin was first traded on May 22, 2010, at a price of 0.3 cents. 
➢ The price of Bitcoin reached an all-time high of $60,000 on April 14, 2021, and the return rate since its issuance has 

exceeded 26 million times. 
➢ Bitcoin's current transaction price is higher than its mining cost ($6,000), although it is still 65% lower than its peak 

price, but the annualized rate of return has reached 110% in the past ten years.



Morgan Stanley will provide Bitcoin investment 
services to wealthy users 
According to CNBC: Morgan Stanley became the first 
large bank in the United States to provide Bitcoin 
funds to wealth management users.

Morgan Stanley



Wall Street traditional financial companies have 
flocked to the cryptocurrency field



Many well-known international companies have 
begun to accept Bitcoin as a payment method

Clients can store their  existing Bitcoins into their 
personal Microsoft account

Richard Branson of Virgin Galactic says, clients 
can use their Bitcoin to pay for the expenses for 
their Space Trip

AT&T is the First Mobile Carrier to Accept Payment 
in Cryptocurrency/Bitcoin. Customers will be able to select 
BitPay as a payment option when they log on to their accounts 
online or with the myAT&T app

DISH customers can use Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash to pay 
for monthly subscriptions, as well as pay-per-view 
movies and events

Overstock, being the partner of Coinbase, has already 
adopted Bitcoin into their online retail payment method

Newegg, one of the largest computer hardware and consumer’s 
electronic retailers will also accept Bitcoin as one of it’s 
payment method 



Current hierarchy within the industry

CEX 
DEX

01 World-renowned 
digital currency 
exchanges

02 Redefine blockchain 
enterprises through 
innovation

Liquidity platform

Entrepreneurship group 
(activity supply)

03 ICO related 
industries 
group

Investor/speculator 
(market basis)

04 Participate in digital 
currency production 
and hyping it up

( Mainstream channel )



Common trading agony in the market

Common trading 
agony in the 
market The vast majority 
of retail investors (>90%) 
liquidate their positions when 
trading



Let us tell you
How to profit from the huge capital 
flow trading market

The market place



2021 
The world's first
Global derivatives trading broker 
Foreign exchange hedge funds based on the concept 
of Defi decentralized finance 
One account can participate in 200+ financial 
product investments! 

    Safe, Swift, Reliable



AFF Holding Group Ecosystem AFF Financial Holding Group 
Nasdaq OTC Listed Company (Quasi-Listing)

COMPANY PROFILE
At the same time, GIBXChange will acquire the world-renowned 
exchange "X" 
GIBXChange is an international comprehensive Internet 
brokerage under GIB Global Investment Bank & Capital Trust 
, Providing more than 200+ trading products such as foreign 
exchange, futures, currency, digital currency, etc, allowing 
customers to invest in as many types of financial products as 
possible through one account, and truly achieve one-click 
investment in the world。



DATA 
Global ranking of market website: 83  

Daily average number of registrations: 1200  

Daily active number:: 4000+ 

Number of users holding assets: 230,000+  

Total number of registered users: 1155427 

Total number of online projects: 295  

Total platform assets: 2.65 billion+

“ X ” G i v e n  n a m e
● Coingecko’s ranked 83 globally 

● South Korea's top three searches 

● Indonesia's most popular exchange 

● International Bitcoin trading platform 

● As of now, it provides stable and secure digital 
asset transaction ser vices for users in 50 
countries around the world every day, and has 11 
language communities, covering Japan, Russia, 
Indonesia, Vietnam, Africa, Turkey, Malaysia, 
Spain, India, etc. 



• 4 trading areas 
• (GUSDT/BTC/ETH/USDT) 
• 290+ mainstream currencies and innovative 

currencies, 300+ trading pairs 
• With high liquidity and transaction depth exceeding 

95% of exchanges

• Have access to the EU's financial 
institutions to license cryptocurrency 
credit and debit card services 

• Support 15 legal currency channels (GBP, KRW, RUB, AUD, CHF 
• , CZK, DKK, NOK, NZD, PLN, SEK, TYR, ZAR, HUF, ILS) etc. 
• Bind Visa or MasterCard, buy coins with one click, and trade instantly

• The world's first high interest-free 
leverage 

• Complete functions, two-way positions can open long 
and short price limit transactions at the same time, 
stop profit and stop loss 

• Supports two-way lending and leveraged transactions 
in 13 mainstream currencies

• Perpetual Contract/Index Contract
• Apportionment + margin mechanism, free settlement of user 

profits, support for both forward and reverse contracts to 

hold positions 

• Endorsed by the world-renowned exchange brand, first choice 

for beginner’s trading, one-click copy, contract earning, 

support 1-100 times leverage to open positions freely 

• ETH/EOS/BNB

01
Spot Trading

02
Super Fiat 
Currency

03
Leverage 
Trading

04
Contract 

Transactions



• Global high-quality token 
incubation platform

• Accelerate the incubation and landing of high-quality 
blockchain projects 

• At the same time provide users with a variety of 
investment options 

• Promotes industry capital flows

• Close cooperation with 20+ countries and 
50+ resource institutions to have global 
quality buyers and sellers 

• Close cooperation with more than 50 mining pools/foundations/
investment institutions in more than 20 countries around the world 

• Provide bulk matching and custody, transaction services

• GIBX DeFi ecological zone, is the core of GIBX
Test zone for globalization strategy 
For users who prefer high-risk and high-yield, select and launch high-
quality decentralized projects 
Covering DeFi Labs- in-depth tracking and capturing the latest DeFi 
project dynamics and information/High-quality DeFi project spot trading 
area, providing secondary market purchase channels/DeFi liquid mining 
pool, linking to the top 10 decentralized exchanges/mining pool Uniswap 
, Sushiswap, Yam, Finance, Dfi, Money, etc., one-stop solution to the 
problem of high mining thresholds for DeFi products

• As the industry's first pioneer in the field of 
FX investment, GIBX has been deploying in 
the field of FX. 

• The FX trading platform and DeFi+FX concept projects have always been 
the research areas of GIBX LAB, providing GIBX users with FX projects 
covering foreign exchange, cryptocurrency, precious metals, stock 
contracts, global indexes and other fields.

05
Token 

Launchpad

06
Bulk 

Transaction

07
DeFi

08
FX



• The Polkadot ecological zone focuses on the Polkadot 
parachain and cross-chain ecology, providing investors 
with the latest project information and focusing on more 
precise investment signals. 

• It will soon participate in the ecological construction of the Polkadot Parachain 
through GIBX. 

• At the same time, high-quality Polkadot ecological projects will be screened to 
provide institutions and individual users with more investment opportunities in the 
primary market and early participation in projects.

• Staking mining pool is a robust financial 
management area specially created by GIBX for the 
POS mechanism

• Create a bond between users and staking, help the POS ecosystem, and 
accelerate the blockchain financial system 

• Simplify the path for users to participate in staking, and continue to 
provide users with robust financial products. 

• Support real-time floating profit and loss settlement and regular 
settlement methods.

• Star product: moon landing plan
• The GIBX moon landing plan, similar to the new stock in 

the stock market , is a way of "participating in the 
delegation and winning 

• ,  To attract more users to participate. 
• Bring more active and strong purchasing power to the 

secondary market . For users who prefer high-risk and 
high-yield, select and launch high-quality projects.

09
Polkadot 

Ecosystem

10
Staking

11
On To The 

Moon



AFF MULTI FINANCE GROUP



GLOBAL INVESTMENT BANK & CAPITAL TRUST



Executive Board Member
• He received formal education in Australia, holds a bachelor 

degree, master degree and PhD in architecture 
•  He served as a Director in numerous world-famous  

corporations such as Raptor Global Corporation, KGT and etc,  
and has managed over 10,000 employees at the same time 

Dr.Iain Gray has a firm leading style and is experienced in  
company management with market sensitivity, his excellent  
operation judgement and international perspectives granted  
him success. During 40 years of working experiences, he  
participated in the projects of architecture planning and  
constructing, mining, IT and real estate, creating significant  
economic and social benefits for the country and enterprises.

Founder & Group Director 

Dr.Iain Gray PhD



He has also established an influential network with the leaders  from 
the government, enterprises and the investment community.  He has 
also represented industry parties to present and negotiate  with the 
state and federal government in various committees and  courts. In 
recent years, he started his research on digital currency  and has 
created digital currency backed by gold stocks with  international 
blockchain scholars.

Director of Citigold Corporation Limited, a company  listed 
on the Australian Stock Exchange (A.S.X.)  Chairman of a 
resources company listed on A.S.X. 

He is an expert in Australia and foreign resources, finance, law,  
business and investment industries and held multiple leading  
positions such as consultant, chairman and director.

AFF Multi Finance Group Founder and Chairman 

John Joseph Foley

Executive Board Member



Executive Board Member

David Evans is the COO of the UNITED ROYAL  HOLDINGS. 
He assisted numerous corporates to be  publicly 
listed successfully. He is the master in OTC,  group 
listing and joint businesses.

AFF Multi Finance Group Advisory Chairman 

Dr David Evans



Graduated from the Accounting Department of the  
University of Western Australia with more than 10  
years of marketing experience• 

Once served as the Marketing Director and 
Investment Director of different banks, real estate and 
financial investment groups. 

He is currently working as a leader in a US financial 
investment  group, preside over to run the business 
investment models and  plans to China, South Korea, Japan, 
Thailand, Vietnam and  Indonesia market, supporting the 
leaders to master marketing  skills to exploit new markets.

Marketing Director of Asia Pacific Region 

Mark Wang

Executive Board Member



Double Master Degree holder in International Enterprise  Development from 
University of Southern Brittany, France and  International Business Administration 
from Audencia Nantes  School of Management, France 

PhD degree from University of Mahidol, Thailand 

Mr. Benedict Cotte has 30 years of extensive experience in the  corporate field. He 
has a strong interpersonal network, excellent  communication skills and creative 
perspectives in corporate  management, marketing, market analysis, sales as 
well as digital  marketing. 

Mr. Benedict Cotte has 30 years of extensive experience in the  corporate field. He 
has a strong interpersonal network, excellent  communication skills and creative 
perspectives in corporate  management, marketing, market analysis, sales as 
well as digital  marketing. 
With the proven ability, he held various top executive officers,  directors and high-
ranking positions, including the marketing  director of the Wall Street Education 
Institution as well as the CEO  and founder of digital marketing institutions. 

Executive Board Member

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 
Benedict Cotte



Mr Cameron has confident, creative and patient  leadership traits. 
He helped the corporates to build up a  sales strategy to ensure 
that the marketing approaches  will provide the most reliable 
guides for the  implementation of corporate business 
development. 

He is knowledgeable in formulating the whole marketing  plan and 
skilful to grasp the latest trend in the volatile  market and adjust 
the competition and marketing  strategies with first-hand 
information.

Senior Vice President of Sales and Marketing 

David Cameron

Executive Board Member



Industry Partners
With a broader global vision and strategy, GIB subverts the traditional business model of  
banking and exchange platforms. Backed by its solid economic background, GIB grows 
rapidly in victory.

   

GIB's professional technical team members came from international 
first-tier foreign exchanges and  cryptocurrency trading institutions  such as above.
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The first MT5 
platform

Advanced

Grid trading 
technology to 
avoid risks

Decentralized DEFI 
technology 
embedded as the 
base

AI arbitrage

06

Smart  
contract that 
cannot be 
tampered with

Adopt advanced technology and 
operating mode 

Safe, reliable and swift

FC Yield Manager



GIBXChange adopts advanced technology and 
operating mode

0 1  S afe and stable 

GIBX will adopt the newly upgraded core technology of the seventh-
generation transaction engine system to ensure the safety, stability 
and smoothness of financial-level transactions. 

Hot and cold wallets, offline storage of private keys, risk isolation 

Use SMS verification code, Google verification code, to eliminate 
remote login risk 

Prompt and other multi-factor authentication methods 

Withdrawal background automation + manual security review to 
ensure the safety of user funds



GIBXChange adopts advanced technology and 
operating mode

02 Fast and Efficient 

Users deposit and withdraw coins at any time (24 hours 
a day), fast,arrived quickly and in time 

OTC, users point-to-point transactions, and proceed 
when the price is right 

Releasing the funds immediately within 10 minutes 

24/7 customer service support, response to transaction 
problems in seconds to help you deal with order issues 
in time



GIBXChange adopts advanced technology and 
operating mode  CORE STRENGTHS 
 0 3  F u l l y  F u n c t i o n a l  

Covers all trading terminals: Web, Android, IOS, excellent trading terminal 
experience, which greatly satisfies individuals and institutions with 
different trading habits and different degrees of expertise. 
Provides currency trading, legal currency trading, leverage trading, contract 
trading 
Support USDT, GUSDT, BTC, ETH, and other diversified trading areas, and 
support 
Holds more than 290 currencies such as BTC, ETH, LTC, and nearly 300 trading 
pairs.



GIBXChange adopts advanced technology and 
operating mode CORE STRENGTHS

● The back-end system with integrated functions is not 
only easy to use, but also interconnected with the 
foreign exchange software Metatrader 5. 

● Easy to operate. The backend also includes detailed 
commission calculations, follow-up of network 
business development, and various required details. 

● Users can use a comprehensive account for community 
trading (copy order) and fund custody trading services.

Super backend system



GIBX conference



GIBX  conference



GIBX  Global partners



GIBX Liquidity Providers



Forex Global 
Market

Liquidity Provider

Supervisory unit

MT5

Traders Account 
registration

Client

GIBX The complete process of foreign 
exchange transactions



Advanced FX YIELD 
MANAGER Engine



Advanced FX YIELD MANAGER Engine

GIBX new generation trading system adopts advanced FX Yield Manager 
engine, trading and data visualization applications, providing trading, 
market data, charts and analysis functions, which can be customized 
according to your needs, bringing a simpler and easier-to-use user 
experience. 

GIBX is based on new technology and supports the popular functions of 
other products. Users can use charts and better graphics, such as heat 
maps, account monitoring, and so on.



• Global market data 

• Top charts and analysis in the industry 

• Support multiple chart types 

• Portfolio monitoring provides the most comprehensive 
technology monitoring interface in the market today 

• Provide a variety of styles and efficient and easy-to-use order 
tools 

• E-form order placement supports tracking and trading in major 
markets 

• Provide all popular order types, including market orders, 

• Limit orders, stop-loss orders, stop-limit orders, iceberg orders, 
tracking orders, in-depth market trigger orders, and algorithm 
orders support orders that automatically track indicator values 
on the chart

Advanced FX YIELD MANAGER Engine



Advanced FX YIELD MANAGER Engine

SWAP LIQUIDITY



Advanced FX YIELD MANAGER Engine

F a r m

GIBX uses reliable market data, advanced decision-making tools, advanced order 
execution software, and 
Customer support that understands the needs of traders continues to lead the 
development of the industry. 
Integration of market data, analysis and transaction routing functions 
Transmit multi-asset integrated market data from 75 data sources 
Through the global network of GIBX exchange hosting gateways, the market is 
directly connected to more than 40 exchanges 
Server-side spreads and integration 
Easy-to-use front-end software across the board 
Robust API 
Award-winning customer service team



The first MT5 
trading platform



• PrimeXm portal foreign exchange bridging will also show 
that every MT5  transaction matches the record of the 
clearing bank 

• Monthly liquidation report *Displays delivery orders from 
liquidity 
providers and retail brokers 

Example IG Market=IGM,  FXCM=FXM   
To prove that an individual broker or liquidity provider for 
each  transaction that is matched 

Example

We are the only one who can do it in the industry

Precious Metal

FOREX
CRYPTOCURRENCY

CFD

INDEX

The first MT5 trading platform 
The world's original MT5 LP MAM+5A hedging model

The GIB backend system has been fully upgraded to MT5 
to maximize member’s favourable trading 
experience by providing the on-site trading monitoring. 
• Each floating transaction in the opened account can be viewed  

instantly through the "MT5 client terminal”. 
• Each open position of the trade will be showing the name of major 

retail brokers and liquidity 
• providers who passed the orders into the GIB bank.



The World's Unmatched MT5 LP  
MAM+5A Hedging Module

The World's Unmatched MT5 LP MAM+5A Hedging Method 
The GIB backend system has been fully upgraded to MT5 to maximise member’s favourable trading 
experience by providing the on-site trading monitoring 
• Each floating transaction in the opened account can be viewed instantly through the "MT5 client terminal” 
• Each open position of the trade will be showing the name of major retail brokers and liquidity providers who passed the orders into the  GIB 

bank.

CRYPTOCURRENCY
FOREX



Precious Metal CFD INDEX

The World's Unmatched MT5 LP  
MAM+5A Hedging Module



The world’s  unmatched! "5 Master Accounts" from GIB's Prime Brokerage 
• Each floating transaction in the opened account can be viewed instantly through the "MT5 client terminal". 
• Each open position of the trade will be showing the name of major retail brokers and liquidity providers who 

passed the orders into the GIB bank.

The World's Unmatched MT5 LP  
MAM+5A Hedging Module



The World's Unmatched MT5 LP  
MAM+5A Hedging Module



The World's Unmatched MT5 LP  
MAM+5A Hedging Module



The World's Unmatched MT5 LP  
MAM+5A Hedging Module



AI Arbitrage



Intelligent trading software is a fully automatic trading software independently developed by our company. It 
is also a powerful set of programmatic trading tools dedicated to the financial market. It is reported that more 
than 60% of Wall Street transactions have been completed by robots and algorithms. , The job of a trader in a 
large company is no longer to watch the market and manually open and close positions, but to program and 
algorithmize successful trading strategies and put them into the robot trading system for automatic 
execution. You can automatically place orders and close them without delay. There is almost no delay in the 
speed of single and closing positions. We use programmatic trading as a means and use AI intelligent trading 
to make quantitative decisions to achieve profitability.

AI Arbitrage Artificial Intelligence Trading System



AI Arbitrage
Although the artificial intelligence foreign exchange automatic trading 
system cannot guarantee victory in all battles 
, But due to the integration of the wisdom and experience of many 
foreign exchange experts, plus strict stop loss and risk control, position 
control, so there is no excessive trading. There is no emotional trading, 
no greed and fear that cannot be avoided in manual trading.

Computers can overcome the weaknesses of 
human nature. Buy when it needs to buy, sell 
when it needs to sell, no hesitation, no greed, no 
arrogance if it win, no frustration if it lose, 
avoiding emotional manipulation.

Because the computer automatically places 
orders, it can ensure faster order placement and 
closing speed, and can more sensitively respond 
to price changes and trends

The computer can monitor the market 
uninterruptedly 24 hours a day, and 
automatically enter and exit the venue at 
the appropriate time and point, completely 
without manual intervention, allowing you 
to sleep peacefully at night and engage in 
other tasks during the day.

AI
AI

AI
AI

AI



Core Technology A.I. Quantitative Technology

The system is a Mathematical model that adapts trading studies and equips the historical data as a basis. It takes mathematical model,statistical  analysis, and 
programming design as tools by using computer technology to select multiple high potential occurrences that can induce excess  returns from immense 
historical data to formulate trading strategies and integrating super trading programs such as market big data, policies,  mathematics, computers, fractal theory, 
and stochastic processes to achieve stringent risk control, thus it forms the quantified transactions  eventually.

GIB currently has more than 150 sophisticated technicians in the whole world managing more than 60,000 BTC.  They are 
specialised in financial product development, asset management, trading, and advanced technology R&D.  GIB's 
quantitative management team has contributed more than 4% of the trading volume in the mainstream digital  asset 
exchange market. 

GIB A.I. 
Quantitative 
Trading System 

Real-time BTC  
Transaction  
Price  
(Consistent  with 
the Real  
Exchange Rate) 

Real-time Profit



In terms of safety measures, A.I. Quantitative technology can dynamically perform intelligent combination and risk  
hedging from different complex investment targets and transforming the whole global market in applying the most  suited 
combination of strategies to compose autonomous decisions that achieve "24/7" transactions. Risks and  retracements 
shall be minimised to a safer and controllable range to ensure sustainable profitability.

GIB A.I. 
Quantitative 

Trading System

Fluctuation Between  
Real-time Bidding  and 
Real-time  Request 
Price.  (Consistent with 
the  Real-time 
Transaction  Price)

The Real-time  
Interest Rate  
(Per Second) The Real-time  

Order Book  (With 
Trading  Price)

An Overview of 
Daily Profit. 

Click to 
Redirect to the 

Dashboard.

Core Technology A.I. Quantitative Technology



A.I. Quantitative Technology Is Completely Transparent to Users, and All  
Transaction Signals Are Automatically Initiated According to the User's  Setting, 
Thus Securing the User’s Transaction Safety.

GIB A.I. Quantitative Trading System

The Volume of the 
Private  Auction on 
Exchange

Profit 
Chart

Turn to Daily Profit 
Statement

Choose Language/ Log 
Out

Profit Range

The Volume of the 
Private

Sale on Exchange Daily Total Profit 
Statement

Daily Profit Statement can also be exported to the CSV file to design your chart as well as can 
be  easily imported into other documents.

Core Technology A.I. Quantitative Technology



$ 
800,000

Purchase 
100 bitcoin

Sell
$ 
810,000

Example: Purchase a 100 BTC with $800,000 via Binance  
Exchange platform, and selling 100 BTC with $810,000 on  BKEX 
simultaneously, earning $10,000 instantly.

GIB's A.I. Quantitative trading system is equipped with adaptability,  in 
which it can be found on a few 
major cryptocurrency exchange platforms as the arbitrage 
opportunities will repeatedly appear 
among different tradings, and our arbitrage trading will be 
performed multiple times in a week

Core Technology
A.I. High-Frequency Trading Arbitrage System

profit+$10,000



Daily Profit Weekly Profit Total Profit

Buy-in  
volume of  

each  
exchange  
platform

Selling  
Volume of  

each  
exchange  
platform

Jul – Aug Profitability of AI quantitative trading



July Report
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Jul . – Aug. Profitability of AI quantitative trading



AI. Artificial Intelligence Trading System 
September Earnings Report
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AI. Artificial Intelligence Trading System October 
Earnings Report
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Live BTC exchange rate

                   Profit in real time



   Real-time consolidated orderbook 

Real-time 
interest 
rate

(Per 
second)

Fluctuates between real-
time bidding and real-
time asking price.

(Consistent with real-
time transaction price)

Summary of daily profit. Click to redirect to the dashboard

AI Arbitrage



Grid trading technology 
to avoid risks



Grid trading technology for risk 
avoidance

Grid trading technology for risk avoidance： 
Using liquidity provider risk management system and hedge trading bridge to 
ensure the basis of stable profitability. Reducing risks and drawdowns to a 
controllable range. Creating a brand new multi-dimensional digital asset 
ecosystem that is safe, fair, open, shared and a win-win operation. 



Grid arbitrage

Grid trading technology for risk avoidance

Grid trading is also known as the “fishing net trading”, it is 
a type of quantitative trading. It divides the capital into 
different parts. Then after setting a central price, it 
performs automated operations on the transaction target. 
When prices fall, it will buy in stages. When the price rises, 
it will also sell in stages. The grid trading technology does 
not rely on human judgment and instead it is fully 
programmed to take advantage of market fluctuations to 
buy low and sell high within the grid interval 



Arbitrage（Sold at high price） 

The price of BTC rose back to 57254.19, a sell order was 
successfully closed at 57200.00, and an arbitrage was 
completed. The arbitrage program then automatically 
places a buy order at 57100.00, and 57300.00 becomes 
a sell order

Grid trading technology for risk avoidance

Grid arbitrage Example: BTC/USDT, price range 55,000-65,000 USDT and grid amount is 99. The 
amount between each price unit is 100 USDT; If investment amount is 30,000USDT, 
then the amount between each price unit is 300 USDT, each arbitrage profit will be 
0.52.

Arbitrage (Yet to trade) 

Current BTC price is 57229.58, buy 
order is 57100.00 and sell order is 
57300.00 

Arbitrage（Buy-in at low price） 

BTC prices dropped to 57081.26, a buy 
order is 57100.00 successfully closed, 
arbitrage program automates opening 
a sell order set at 57200.00 as buying 
one order. 



Grid trading technology for risk avoidance——
demand pain points

New crypto users： 
1.It is difficult to obtain even 10% of stable annualized return within traditional finance 

2.Digital asset exchange functions are complicated, not focused, unexpected obstructions for 
newcomers to enter. 

Exchanges: 
1. Operation costs too much including server, system and personnel expenditures which amounts to a large sum. 
Causing the ROI amount to decrease and even causing negative cash flow. 

2.Functions and business are homogenized. With stiff competition and capital/liquidity to pour into major 
exchanges which has caused second-tier exchanges to find it difficult to survive.

Crypto circle users: 
1. Grid trading requires aspects such as tools and cumbersome operation of the exchange API 

2.Quantitative exchanges gathers too many types of quantitative strategies, causing it to not be streamlined, 
resulting in invisibly raising the threshold of users 



Grid trading technology for risk 
avoidance 

Prototype example

Front Page Front Page Market Market Trade 



Turning points emerge in all different eras

However, we have grasped the point of this era



At the forefront of the world 
GIBXChange

1.Adopt : adopting multi-chain technology  
2.Establishment ：Establish a fully decentralized underlying DEX exchange 
3.Development ：The DEX developed will utilize the LP Token staking mining model to realize liquidity 
sharing 
4.Synchronization：Synchronization is established at the same time through Uniswap, Sushiswap, ZKSwap, 
BSC's Pancake, Bakeryswap, Dodo .etc 
Centralized DEFI's GUSDT/USDT pool, attracting more DEX liquidity providers to participate 
Becoming a place where the DeFi market liquidity converges



At the forefront of the world GIBXChange
1. Adopting multi-chain technology:  GIBXChange will utilize multichain technology to 
connect simultaneously, 
HECO and more chains，solving Ethereum's high GAS fees and congestion issues. 
Advantages:

1 2 3 4
Solving Ethereum's high 
GAS fees and trade congestion 
issues

Functionality improves as well as 
user experience

Cross-chain interoperability, 
breaking the 

Creating ecological 
consensus, high levels of 
distributed trust and data 
sharing within the 
ecosystem

To stabilize the user group and 
create 
Better user ecology

“Isolated Island”,boosting new 
growth



2. Advantages of establishing a fully decentralized 
underlying DEX exchange:

At the forefront of the world GIBXChange

Assets are fully controlled by users 

Assets are received in real-time, which is more efficient and convenient 

Transactions are transparent which greatly reduces the cost of trusts 
between individuals



1.A fairer distribution mechanism that encourages community 
members to actively participate in governance 
2.Provide users with higher revenue 
3.Decentralized control and development starting from online, more 
comprehensive on-chain governance。

At the forefront of the G I B X C h a n g e 
Development ：The DEX developed will utilize the LP 
Token staking mining model 



GIBXchange  
At the forefront of the world

Simultaneously establishing decentralized DEFI GUSDT/USDT pool in Uniswap, 
Sushiswap, ZKSwap, BSC's Pancake, Bakeryswap, Dodo, etc., to attract more DEX 
liquidity providers to participate.



SushiSwap

ZKSwap

And more … 

GUSDT 
/USDT

Provide 
liquidity

LP DEX

FOREX

C R Y P T O C U R R E N C Y

Precious Metal

Indices

Stock

LP FX 

G I B X C h a n g e

User A

LP2

GIBXchange At the forefront of the world

GIBXChange firstly provides a large number of major DEX liquidity providers with an opportunity to earn platform 
governance currency GUSDT. This means that when the liquidity providers complete the GUSDT/USDT liquidity provision 
in Uniswap, SushiSwap, ZKSwap, etc., With its LP Token, it can also participate in the five major pools of foreign exchange, 
funds, precious metals, indices, and stocks on GIBXChange's DEX, respectively staking pledge mining, and obtain sub-LPs 
to enter GIBXChange to exchange for profits.

LP Crypto
 LP PM

LP INDEX 
LP STOCK



In the entire process, GUSDT will serve as the primary governance 
and staking coin for the platform, and will provide and import huge 
traffic for it. By then, the price of GUSDT will skyrocket, allowing 
investors to maximize the profitability

GIBXchange  
at the forefront of the world



S u s h i S w a p

ZKS wap

Pancake

Bakeryswap

D o d o  
Liquidity

GIBXchange at the forefront of the world

GUSDT 
price will 
go on to 

the moon



The emergence of GIBXChange perfectly solves the current three major demands of users on DEX 
① Fast transactions 
②Lowest cost  
③Best prices 

We can see from the recent developments of GIBXChange that these factors are conducive to increasing transaction volume 
and liquidity. Liquidity and trading volume are one of the core user experiences of an exchange, and are also the core 
objectives of exchange operations. Therefore, regardless of the perspective, the biggest beneficiary of GIBXChange is 
undoubtedly GUSDT. The coin listing mechanism will stimulate the active participation of project parties, and any on-chain 
operation will need to consume GUSDT, which also shows 

GUSDT will break through to a new high and become a major winner in crypto in one fell swoop

GIBXchange  
At the forefront of the world



G I B X C h a n g e  uses AMM (Automated) Market 
Maker）

GIBXChange uses AMM——known as the most influential DeFi innovation. After Bitcoin and Ethereum, GIBXChange will be the 
next up and coming 
A blockchain innovation exchange that can be called a "paradigm shift"!

What is AMM？ 
AMM（Automated Market Maker），truly accomplishes LP decentralization. 
Every user will be able to stake their tokens into the liquidity pools and become a small 
market maker themselves for GUSDT/USDT currency pair provides traffic, and then enjoys 
transaction fee bonus (LP bonus), and the liquidity pool funds are controlled by "open-
sourced decentralized smart contracts".



AMM's three 
characteristics

Decentralised and open

Transparent

Permissionless

01Decentralized and 
open： 
AMM redefines the concept of "transaction" with 
mathematical logic, forming a "liquidity 
injection-liquidity extraction" transaction model. 
The creation and operation of publicly available 
on-chain liquidity for a series of different tokens 
is a major subversion of the "buy-sell" 
transaction model that has been used since the 
birth of the financial market. 
 

The most influential DeFi innovation——AMM



AMM's three 
characteristics

The most influential DeFi innovation——AMM

Decentralised and open

Transparent

Permissionless

02Transparent： 
AMM fundamentally changes the way 
users trade cryptocurrencies. Unlike the 
traditional order book transaction model, 
both parties of AMM transactions interact 
with the liquid asset pool on the chain. 
It is transparent and visible, and users 
have the rights to know! 



AMM's three 
characteristics

The most influential DeFi innovation——AMM

Decentralised and open

Transparent

Permissionless

03Permissionless： 
The AMM liquidity pool allows users to 
seamlessly switch between tokens on the 
chain in a fully decentralized and non-
custodial manner. 
Liquidity providers earn passive income 
through transaction fees, which are based 
on the percentage of their contribution to 
the asset pool. 
It is simple, elegant, free to use and most 
trustworthy  
 



The staked tokens are automatically matched through the contract, which 
is designed to cooperate with the hedging strategy of impermanent loss to 
help users maximize the benefits. For new users, the platform makes it 
easy towards the direction of increasing the user’s single currency type 
mining revenue and reducing the impermanent loss of LP mining. The most 
basic improvement lies in the ability to allow users to mine at a lower 
threshold. Small and medium-sized users can participate in DeFi and get 
dividends.

GIBXChange plays an important role in 
the DeFi field

Low cost of entry to allow more users to 
participate in the DeFi wave



GIB'S TRADER TEAM TRADING 
RECORD TOTAL PROFITS IS 
ALMOST 2 MILLION USD!

GIBXChange-All past profit details are only one 
glance away

GIB'S TRADER TEAM TRADING 
RECORD TOTAL PROFITS IS 
ALMOST 2 MILLION USD!



GIBXChange-All past profit details are only one 
glance away



GIBXChange-All past profit details are only one 
glance away



Risk  Management
The Liquidity of "Dark Pool"
GIB platform has the strictest mechanism in risk management, especially the trading risk control as the 
platform adapts to the liquidity provider’s risk control system and bridge hedging approaches so that 
the Prime Broker from the upstream and banks can hedge the risk from retail brokers, and the risk 
management system also functions to monitor the risk orders from retail clients via a variety of 
strategies and functions.

Through the AI technology, the entered order flow can be analysed and filtered to take over clients’ 
orders with higher loss ratio, thus settles these orders in a steady win fashion by the qualification 
from the market maker. In contrast, higher-risk trading orders (orders with higher winning ratio) will be 
allocated to the liquidity pool or the liquidity of dark pool to match the bidding and settlement orders from 
the higher upstream LP or banks.



• Becoming the largest liquidity provider in the market 
• Gaining profit from trading with retail brokers and individuals all over the world 
• Creating wealth with global clients 
• The digital bank will initiate a one-stop cross-border payment gateway.

GIB will be upgraded directly as a Prime Brokerage 
Bringing global investors a brand-new investment experience, 
developing ground-breaking, subversible financing platform

CHANGING THE STRUCTURE OF 
THE FINANCIAL WORLD



Insurmountable and Sustainable Wealth
The New Liquidity Provider Multi-account Management System “LP MAM” will Revolutionize the 5A Concept

According to the research, approximately 90% of the 
individual account and investors from retail brokers 
will generally make a loss within 6 months and be 
expelled from the market.

GIB Digital Bank will showcase "zero latency“ and "one-by-one 
arbitrage transactions" via GIB exclusively owns the 
innovative AI technology to adapt arbitrage profit attempts in 
foreign exchange and digital currencies.

By Just Following Our Strides, All Traders Will Be Fully Benefited from Our Trading System and Gain Insurmountable 
and Sustainable Wealth in Return

Estimated Monthly 
Interest: More Than 
60% of Net 
Profit

Estimated Monthly 
Trading Volume: Over 
USD 10 billion



70:30 
Profit sharing ratio

GIBXChange Trader Team 
Consists of more than over 10 traders from Russia 
More than 15 years of fund management experience 
and currently managing funds exceeding 200 million 
U.S dollars.  
Trading technology

Elliott Wave Theory expected rate of return 15％+ 

Conservatively estimated monthly returns of 
1 0 % -15%

Efficient 
management

70 
Users

30 
Traders



U.S.A England Switzerland

Dominican 
Republic

Lithuania

Thailand

Japan

GIBXChange has set up unique clearing data centers in Australia, Singapore, the United States, 
New Zealand, Malaysia, Japan and other regions to connect to the global backbone network to 
provide the best liquidity solutions in the financial market.

Laos

Aust
ralia 

Malaysia



GIBXChange with years of experience in the financial industry 
is overlooked by supervisory agencies in many countries and 
is a leader in the financial industry

GIBX 
International 
Licenses



GIB is dedicated in providing a “one-stop” digital asset management 
and financial services to all the users around the world and 

becoming the “Federal Reserve” in the digital world.

International licenses

D E FG H I F J KL M NO H



DC.Gov –  （Washington DC，  
District of Columbia） 
Washington DC District Government 
Information and Services Digital Bank 
Legal Registration 
NAME：Global Investment Bank  & 
capital trust 
For more 
details：https://
dc.gov/

AUSTRAC- Australian Transaction Reports  and 
Analysis Centre 

GIB exchange Pty Ltd  
For more details：

https://
online.austrac.gov.au/ao/
public/rsreg  ister.seam

AUSTRAC- Australian Transaction  
Reports and Analysis Centre 
AFF payment group pty Ltd  https://
online.austrac.gov.au/ao/public/rs  
register.seam 
Rename process in progress： 
 GIBXchange group Pty Ltd

M S B  – (M o n ey S ervices  
Business) 
U.S. Financial Regulatory 
(MSB) 
NAME- GIBX C h an g e 
In vestm en t T ru st LT D   
For more details：https://
www.fincen.gov/  

NFA -（National Future  
Association） 
NAME- Global Investment bank 
& Capital Trust  
https://www.nfa.futures.org/  _-- 
GIBXchange  Inc

International licenses

http://www.fincen.gov/
http://www.fincen.gov/
http://www.nfa.futures.org/


FCA – Financial Conduct Authority  
NAME- GIBXChange Group Inc 
Regulatory inquiry: 
https://register.fca.org.uk/ShPo_firmdetailsP  age?
id=0014G00002VqJpHQAV 
Final review stage

FINTRAC – (Financial Transactions and Reports  
Analysis Centre of Canada) 
NAME-- GIB investment Capital Ltd 
Website : https://www.fintrac-canafe.gc.ca 
Rename process in progress: GIBXChange Investment 
Capital LTD

 AFF Payment Group Ltd 
https://www.lb.lt/en/enforcement-measures-  1/
listing_licenses?ff=1&type=47 
Rename process in progress: 
GIBXChange digital Asset 
Management Group LTD

International licenses

MM Lisence  
ASIC – (Australian Securities and Investments 
Commission) 
NAME – GIB & Capital Group Website:  
https://connectonline.asic.gov.au/
RegistrySearch/faces 
/landing/ProfessionalRegisters.jspx?_adf.ctrl-  
state=yu8fhbze9_4 
Rename process in progress:GIBXChange Group Ltd

ASICGIBXChange pty Ltd 
Final review stage

FINMA SWISS GIBXChange Trust AG 
Final review stage 
 

Dominica FSU  AFF DIGIT BANK 
Final review stage

ESTONIA Encrypted asset full license 
-Exchange License  
-Financial institution license  
-Fund manager license  
-Investment firm license  
Final review stage

http://www.fintrac-canafe.gc.ca/
http://www.lb.lt/en/enforcement-measures-


01 Fee income is one of the important source for digital currency exchanges，As 
long as 10,000 people trade 10,000 dollars a day, it can generate 100 million 
transaction volume and according to fee charging standards, it can generate upto 
200,000 dollars worth of stable profits per day including leverage and futures trading 
which are considered spot-based.

Transaction fee 
income

02 Loans functions same as bank loans financing，The exchange can earn interest 
spreads and is basically risk-free because there is collateral. The asset management 
type can hire a quantitative team by themselves or cooperate with a quantitative team. 
The current quantitative team can basically provide 10% annual capital protection for 
large funds, and the excess income will be distributed proportionally. The exchange only 
needs to issue one asset management product. After users deposit it, they will make a 
difference in return, which is basically risk-free.

GIBXChange Diversified Profit Model

Digital currency 
financial 
management



03The digital currency market is similar with stock markets，It is a gathering place of 
traffic and the credit endorsement of the brand. Therefore, it can acquire large sum of coin 
listing fees. And with the rise of popular blockchain projects and the global market, 
currency listing fees is also one of the important sources of income for digital currency 
exchanges

04 Due to its convenience, digital currency exchanges are currently the largest fund 
depositing places, by making use of these fund deposits it is possible to earn risk-free 
returns. For example, 500 million user assets have been deposited. As long as there is no 
user panic and operations are normal, generally at least 30% of the funds will remain, that is 
accounting of users withdrawing and depositing.Therefore, there will always be an available 
fund pool. For example, if it is 100 million, according to the digital currency risk-free 
arbitrage of 8%, it can generate 8 million/year income

GIBXChange Diversified Profit Model

Coin listing fees

Large fund pools



Platform coin and public 
chain ecology 05 Platform coin is an important ecology and source of income for many digital 

currency exchanges. In the hearts of many digital currency users, the platform currency is 
a very good investment target because it has the support of platform traffic and strength. 
It also has its very rich practical value. Generally, exchanges will use 20%~30% of their 
income to repurchase and burn platform coins, or distribute dividends to give them 
value. In addition, the application platform currency can also carry out fee discounts, 
currency voting, ecological governance, as the base currency of platform transactions, 
increase liquidity, enjoy special activities of the digital currency platform, and pay for 
activities through the use of platform currency, acting as a fuel for the platform (payment 
token for transaction fees), etc. In addition, the platform currency can be upgraded to its 
own main network, thereby further giving the platform currency value and consensus, 
and its market value will be greatly improved, which is also one of the sources of the 
exchange's huge profits.

GIBXChange Diversified Profit Model



06 The top-ranked digital currency exchanges have their investment departments, 
and they can often achieve better investment returns than other investors. The reason is 
that many projects are willing to cooperate with the exchange to provide better 
investment conditions to the exchange, and the exchange has a certain degree of 
control over the project party and has its own secondary members, so the exchange has 
established its own investment department. Explore important tracks around the world, 
such as Polkadot, IPFS, etc. This year, many second-tier digital currency exchanges can 
earn tens of millions of annual returns through investment.

07 The digital currency market is booming. Another reason is that transactions need 
to provide liquidity for token transactions. Market making is to provide liquidity. Many 
digital currency prices have skyrocketed, and exchanges have acted as the driving 
force behind the scenes. Digital currency trading is a market maker that creates 
liquidity through continuous buying and selling, acts as a market maker, and earns a 
business price difference at the same time.

GIBXChange Diversified Profit Model
Important 
investment layouts

Market Maker price 
differences profits 



G I B X C h a n g e  
Soon to enter 

 
 NFT
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Why enter N F T？

On February 25th, auction house giant 
Christie's New York put up an NFT work called 
"Everydays: The First 5000Days". This item 
started at a price of US$100, and was finally 
sold at a price of US$69 million after 353 bids.



Why enter N F T？
A non-fungible token (NFT) is a cryptocurrency token that is 
indivisible and unique. One NFT cannot be interchanged with 
another NFT, and the whole cannot be broken down into smaller 
parts and used. In addition, NFT has a unique identification, which 
is not interchangeable. The smallest unit is 1 and is indivisible.



NFT Booming Market: A-Share NFT sector soared 
collectively



NFT Booming Market
➢Over 1 million NFTs sold 
➢There are more than 1 million wallets holding NFT, and currently there are only about 1.6 

million DeFi users 
➢The highest price of a single NFT has been continuously broken, from 6.6 million, 7.8 

million, and now more than 69 million US dollars



NFT Booming Market 
The top sellers on Rarible in the last 30 days have sold more than 432 ETH, worth about 800,000 US dollars, and 
their income is very high.Some top collectors, such as the notable 0x_b1, have bought NFTs worth 580.343 ETH in 
the last 30 days and spent approximately more than one million US dollars. Some top players are currently in a 
buying frenzy.



Cryptocurre
ncy trading 

platform

 Medical 
Cannabis 

cultivation 
techniques

On-chain 
gaming 

platform

Using 
robotics and 

A.I technology

Develop 
mineral 
mining

Decentraliz
ed finance 
contracts

8 Grand 
Industries

1
GUSDTTM2

3

4

56

7 Content 
delivery 
network 
and live 

broadcast
（SDN）

8

GIBXChange soon to enter NFT， opening an NFT sector
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Blockchain mining major events

10 years of history for 
blockchain 1.0

BTC at its peak increased in 26 million times

• 2009:   Birth of Bitcoin at the price of just a few cents US Dollars 
• 2013 November:The price of Bitcoin rose to $1,000 
• 2019 June:Breaking through 10,000 U.S dollars 
• 2020 February，Bitcoin price breaks $10,000 again 
• 2021  2nd January，Break through 40,000 US dollars 
• 2021  February，Break through 50,000 US dollars
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Blockchain mining major events

Blockchain 2.0  
8 years of history

ETH at its peak increased in 60 million times

• 2014  April:VITALI released the Ethereum Yellow Paper 
• 2016  May:Record-breaking USD 150 million raised in global 

crowdfunding 
• 2018  14th January:The valuation of cryptocurrencies has reached its peak, with a daily 

trading volume of nearly 10 billion U.S. dollars and a market value of 135 billion U.S. dollars. 

• 2019: In the SERENITY version, PO5 will complete the operation in Ethereum
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Blockchain mining major events

Blockchain 3. 0 IPFS history 5 years? 10 years?

• Raised US$186 million in one hour in 2015 
• Eventually raised 257 million US dollars 
• Called the largest ICO in blockchain history 
• Mainnet launch on October 15, 2020



 Planning for the future in this great trend  
GIBXChange is about to enter IPFS mining in the future



New 
Infrastructures

5G

Artificial Intelligence： 
Cloud computing, human insurance 

recognition, visual interaction, universal 
platform, autonomous driving, 

Low-level hardware, cloud training, A chip

UHV： 
Circuit breakers, UHV transformers, power 

station monitoring, capacitors 
High pressure combination, converter valve, 

lightning arrester

Electric vehicle charging 
infrastructure:Centralized charging and swapping 

stations, charging modules, new energy, auto 
manufacturers, charging piles, equipment 

production, charging platforms, and overall 
solutions

Big data center： 
IT Infrastructures, refrigeration equipment, operation 

and maintenance services, cloud computing 
manufacturers, industry applications, third-party 

services, IDC integration services, dynamic 
environment monitoring

Intercity high-speed rail:： 
Transit rails, construction machinery, signal 

communication, traction power supply, 
transportation services, locomotive car bodies, 

road bridges and tunnels

AI

IPFS Future Prospects 
The central bank of China invested 35 trillion 

RMB in new infrastructure

5G Infrastructure： 
Cloud computing, telemedicine, automated driving, information security, 

IDC, data services, terminal radio frequency, digital industrialization 
upgrade, car networking Network access standards, intelligent 

manufacturing, scenario applications, 
network security, interconnection platforms, 
national new infrastructure facilities nodes

Industrial Internet :



Big players are optimistic about the prospects of IPFS



What is IPFS？
● A point-to-point distributed file system 
● Can store text, picture, video 
● A content-addressable, versioned storage 

● A distributed network, peer-to-peer 
hypermedia protocol 

● Anyone can rent out the remaining free 
storage space on their computer. Conversely, 
anyone who needs storage can also purchase 
storage space on this network.



GIBXChange seizes the opportunity to cooperate with  
well-known big data centers to build mining industry and mine 
Filecoin

Filecoin valuates the data of 
these applications and uses 
incentive policies similar to 
Bitcoin. 
Policy and economic model 
to make more and more 
people create nodes to let 
more people use IPFS.

Relations
hip of IPFS 

and 
FILECOIN 

As long as IPFS is promoted and 
the more people using IPFS, the 
more valuable Filecoin will be.



Nine major reasons why Filecoin's market value will  
surge in the future

● 1st：Venture Capitals 
          Eight top venture capital firms    
          participate in private equity, 
         After going online, the price of the   
        currency will be strongly boosted 

● 2nd：Secondary market 
FILecoin will be listed on regular 
global exchanges, and fil has 
become the target of global 
investors 

● 3rd：Futures market 
Exchanges that list futures must 
purchase spot FILecoin 

● 4th：Group Buys 
Institutional capital will increase 
efforts to buy FILecoin for asset 
allocation 

● 5th：Global seller 
Investors all over the world are 
paying attention and looking 
forward to the final launch of 
FILecoin 

● 6th：Storage requirements 
 Governments, companies and 
individuals must buy FILecoin to get 
storage space

● 7th：Stake mining 
Under the stake mining mechanism, 
miners need to purchase FIL as 
collateral after the first mine 

● 8th：Miners hoard 
Early miners reluctant to sell a large 
number of tokens, exacerbating the 
scarcity of FIL in the market 

● 9th：Miners Resources 
The global mining machine 
manufacturers and the capital 
assistance behind them will greatly 
increase the currency price



GIBXChange seizes the opportunity to cooperate with well-known big 
data centers 
to build mining industry and mine Filecoin

Abbreviated as "FIL" 
A new type of blockchain that runs proof of time and space. 
The incentive mechanism tailored for IPFS raised a record 
of 257 million USDT in just over a month 
Total circulation: 2 billion



GIBX C hange即将进军矿业，设⽴科技 超算
中⼼，拥有众多优势

• Cooperate with well-known data centers and have many head resources. 
• Cooperating with the government, the treatment of large-scale miners, 

low and stable electricity prices. 
• Has a strong computing power advantage. 
• Professional operation and maintenance, 24 hours a day throughout the 

year, to ensure the stable operation of the mining machine. 
• The barrier to participate is low, saving worry and effort. 
• Compliance with laws and regulations, tied to the interests of customers

GIBXChange is about to enter the mining industry 
and set up a technology supercomputing center, 
which has many advantages



In the future, GIBXChange super 
computing centers will have 

everything that you want
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Advantages of IPO compared to 
direct listing 
➢ It can guarantee 100% listing in a shorter time at a very low 

cost, avoiding the high cost and uncertainty risk of direct 
listing 

➢ In terms of time, it can be completed in less than two weeks, 
and the transaction can be completed in less than 30 days. 

➢ In terms of cost, the price of a shell company can be as low as 
50,000 to 60,000 U.S. dollars and as high as hundreds of 
thousands of U.S. dollars, plus attorney fees and audit fees, etc., 
ranging from 500,000 to 900,000 U.S. dollars. There is about 1.5 
million US dollars, and there is no guarantee that it will be 
successfully listed.

Comparison of OTC and IPO



Why choose OTC

01 02 03
It can help the company go 
public in a short time, and 

provide better sources of funds 
and support for the company's 
further development through 

fund-raising

Assist the company to 
provide high exposure in a 

short period of time, making 
it more convenient for 

future financing

The function of the over-the-counter 
trading system (OTCBB) 

Provide more than 3300 kinds of securities: 

Including more than 230 participating market makers 

Electronic transmission of real-time quotation, pricing and 
trading volume information of domestic securities, foreign 

securities and American certificates of presence (ADRs): 
Displays the benefits of direct private placements (DPPs) and 

the trading activities
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There are not only small and medium-sized enterprises listed on OTC, but also 
 well-known multinational companies. Such as BNP Paribas, Imperial Tobacco, British 
Gas Group BGGroup, BASF, Air France, Swiss Romania, AXA of France, Heineken of Holland, 
etc. are all in the U.S. OTC market. 

In the first month of 2020, 4 companies in the U.S. OTC market have successfully 
transferred to the main board market. Affected by the suspension of the US government, 
this number was 0 in the same period last year.。 

The 4 companies that were transferred out were all from the QB sector of the US OTC 
market, of which 3 were transferred to NASDAQ (NASDAQ), and 1 was transferred to NYSE 
MKT (American Stock Exchange).

OTC listing developments



GIBX  is already listed   

on OTC PINK



GIBX is already listed



GIBX is already listed
OTC Markets Group hereby grants the company and its affiliates a non-exclusive, non-
transferable license for the following activities to receive, copy and use the information 
in this OTC market report for the company’s private use. The location of the company and 
its affiliates may not be used for other purposes. The company and its affiliates are not 
allowed to sell, lease, provide, or otherwise allow or provide the OTC market report 
except the company and its affiliates can provide the OTC market report, and anyone 
else can access the OTC market report.

1) The company’s shareholders, potential investors or customers, on a non-continuous 
basis, use the following methods and may not use other methods: (a) in written 
advertisements, communications, or other documents and (b) in voice telephone 
conversations, and It does not involve computerized voice, automatic information query 
systems or any similar technology, and (i) for internal purposes, against its directors, 
officers, employees and consultants. The company and its affiliates shall take 
reasonable safety precautions to prevent persons who are not authorized by this 
agreement to receive this OTC market report from entering this OTC market report.



Pioneer in The Cultivation and Production of Medical 
Cannabis

Dominant Positions of AFF

• Substantial financial strength 
• First-rated network security system 
• Excellent management team and top 

cooperative institutions

In 2019, the AFF Trading Platform took the first successful 
step to take the initiative to obtain a digital asset trading 
license granted by the Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC) of Thailand, which signifies the legalisation and 
formalisation of digital asset trading. 

Our Exchange Platform will be officially debuting soon to 
provide local and global users with safe and compliant digital 
asset trading services. 

Future
To build AFF Digital Assets Trading platforms around the world and strive to 
create a global digital currency services system.

March into Overseas Digital Currency 
Trading Market

• To Advance In The 200 Billion Dollar Market 
• Cooperation with medical cannabis research and 

development companies that are licensed by the 
Australian government 

• Treated more than 130 cancer patients 
• Received capital injection from more than 5,000 

Chinese tourists 
• Obtain full support from the Australian Government

Becoming a pioneer in the cultivation and production of 
medical cannabis in Southeast Asia

Main Clients
Australia Protected Crops Holdings Ltd, Hong Kong Watson, America 
Cascadia Blossom, the top 10 legal medical cannabis online-stores 
in the United States, the Lao Government Hospital, the Thai Military 
Hospital, and international cancer groups.

• Medical CBD planting revenue contributes about 100 acres, 2.4 million 
US dollars per year x 3 years = 7.2 million US dollars 

• Earnings revenue from health tourism provides 18,000-unit orders; 
cancer patients x 3500 US dollars 3.2 million x 3 years ~ 9.6 million US 
dollars per year 

• 20% of the shares of Singapore-listed companies with a market value of 
US$1 billion

Estimated Profit and Revenue Within 3 years



Combination of Games and Blockchain Technology 
To Develop Cross-Platform, Diversified Online 
Games

• Professional game development and 
management team 

• Master the games to meet the 
expectation of the different market 

• Developing cross-industry gaming 
• Combine gaming with blockchain 

technology 
•  A safer and more balanced gaming 

experience
Using the decentralisation, transparent, and non-
tampering features of blockchain technology, to 
implement a functional token mechanism on the 
gaming platform to allow players to play games through 
tokens and gain token rewards to spend within the GIB's 
internal ecosystem

GUSDTTM Solid Foundation with Well-Built 
Value

• An essential component of the 
AFF system -  GUSDT™ 

• Create the primary value of fiat 
currency 

• Applied in AFF central business 
circle

Crypto asset management, crypto-asset 
loans, exchange ecology, g-mall, payment 
system, investment in Indonesia's real 
estate industry and etc.

Applicability of  GUSDT™:

With reliable infrastructure and dimension of development, AFF 
keeps the value of  GUSDT™ relatively stable in the highly 
volatile digital currency market to protect users' digital assets 
and the stability of transactions.



Diversified, High-quality  Entertainment  Services Safe, Robust, and Cost-effective Private Equity 
Plan (PPP)

• Pouring massive investments in multiple film 
productions 

• Successfully invited A-lists superstars, famous 
directors, and film industry veterans to 
participate 

• High ROI film and television investment projects 
• Debuting online video platform 
• 24-hour seamless cross-channel application  
• Provide an innovative cultural delivery medium

AFF establishes a diversified entertainment company that  integrates original 
film and television development, independent film production, family leisure 
entertainment as well as online video services to create 
 a rich and high-quality entertainment experience for users.
Sources of Income

PPP and Bullet Trading Plan 
to Generate Significant Profits

• The most cost-effective investment 
method 

• Maintain transaction anonymity 
• Independent execution of transactions 
• Connect with multiple banks 
• Simplify payment process, etc

PPP is the safest trading strategy in the trading 
market. With arbitrage trading, investors can sell 
shares option in lower pre-determined prices, 
while buying shares option with higher pre-
determined prices to profit from the price 
difference.

•Brand Sponsorship 
•Advertising Spokesperson Fees 
•Premiere or Appreciation Event 
•Film Equity Transferring 
•Film box office dividends 
•Viewership rate of online film and television platforms



Unlimited Potential in Gold Mining Acquisition and Listing Strategies to  
Enhance Competitive Power

• Collaboration With Powerful 
Partners 

• Advanced Gold Exploration and 
Mining Technology 

• Safer, higher ROI, suitable for long-term 
investment 

• AFF's essential operation —— gold 
exploration and mining

AFF has established a long-term cooperative relationship with 
internationally renowned pure gold exploration and development 
companies. The substantial capability and advanced mining 
technology have ensured that the quality of gold mines meets the 
standards which further maintains the company's value and 
shareholders' equity. It also supports the continuity and stability 
of profit distribution, bringing steady and highly developed 
business opportunities. 

• Initial Public Offering (IPO) 
• Reverse Takeover Offering (RTO) 
• Merge & Acquisition (M&A)

The AFF Group plans to make an initial public offering (IPO) by 
conducting financing listing with in-depth discussions on 
various flexibility strategies and assets restructuring plans: 
• Acquisition of companies with cash flow and growth 

potential 
• Establishment of Angel Investing 
• Attracting all ranks of investors and release high ROI 
• Executing the internal growth and acquisition plans 

simultaneously

AFF will strive to establish a sustainable and constant 
investment return mechanism in return for the support of 
investors and shareholders.



In May
More surprises awaits you



Welcome to GIBXchange  
Obtain the key to wealth that belongs to you

Recommend GIBXchange to your friends and family  as we provide competitive 
commission with secured fund management for you to rest assured



Our original mission is to be
successfully listed on NASDAQ! 

GIBX will be listed on 
OTCQB soon



Thank you


